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INFORMATION YOU MIGHT USE
The Minnesota Chemical Dependency Program for Deaf and Hard of Hearing Individuals has developed
a catalog of materials which focuses on the needs of deaf and hard of hearing people in the area of substance
abuse and related topics. The catalog indudes references to artides, books, pamphlets, and video productions.
For materials other than artides the address and/or phone number for obtaining the material is inculded in a
resource listing. The topics included in the catalog are:
Prevention/Education
Assessment
Treatment/therapeutics
Deafness & Substance Abuse
12 Step Materials
Sexuality, STD and AIDS
General Materials
Resource Providers Listing
The catalog is available, free of charge, by writing:
Minnesota Chemical Dependency Program for
Deaf and Hard of Hearing Individuals
2450 Riverside Avenue
Minneapolis, MN 55454
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ADARA BIENNIAL CONFERENCE
SAN FRANCISCO
MAY 26-29,1993
(Pre-conference May 25, 1993)
CULTURAL PLURALISM...
The California American Deafness and Rehabilitation Association is pleased
to announce the 1993 biennial conference to be held in
San Francisco.
The conference is an opportunity for members to present, recognize and honor
multi-cultural views and issues within the Deaf Community.
Participants will learn alternative approaches for addressing the special service
needs of culturally diverse groups.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Daniel J. Langholtz, LCSW
University of California
San Francisco Center on Deafness (UCCD)
3333 California Street, Suite 10
San Francisco, CA 94143-1208
(415) 476-7600 TDD, (415) 476-4980 Voice, (415) 476-7113 Fax
or
Ron Jacobs, Ph.D.
Susan Graham, M.S., M.Ed.
San Diego State University
5850 Hardy Avenue, Suite 112
San Diego, CA 92182-1900
(619) 594-1570 TDDA^oicc, (619) 594-4208 Fax
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